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Vector-borne diseases and the basic reproduction
number: a case study of African horse sickness
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Abstract. The basic reproduction number, Ro, can be used to determine factors im-
portant in the ability of a disease to invade or persist. We show how this number can be
derived or estimated for vector-borne diseases with different complicating factors.
African horse sickness is a viral disease transmitted mainly by the midge Culicoides
imicola. We use this as an example of such a vector-transmitted disease where latent
periods, seasonality in vector populations, and multiple host types may be important.
The effect of vector population dynamics which are dependent on either hostor vector
density are also addressed. If density-dependent constraints on vector population den-
sity are less severe, Ro is more sensitive to vector mortality and the virus development
rate. Host-dependent vector dynamics change the relationship between Ro and host
population size. Seasonality can either increase or decrease the estimate of Ro,
depending on the lag between the peak of the midge population and the infective
host population. The relative abundance of two host types is a factor in the ability
of a disease to invade, but the strength of this factor depends on the differences
between the hosts in recovery from infection, mortality and transmission. Removal ofa
reservoir host may increase Ro.

Key words. Basic reproduction number, mathematical models, African horse
sickness, Culicoides imicola.

Introduction

Vector-borne diseases present a special problem when consider-
ing the ability of a disease agent to invade or persist in a new
area. The biology of the host, disease agent and vector must be
considered, as must the possibility that another species of vector
or host will be able to transmit the disease. It is often difficult to
determine or predict what factors will be the most important in
the invasion or persistence of a disease agent.

There have been many theoretical studies of vector-borne dis-
ease, starting with the Ross-Macdonald malaria model (Ross,
1911; Macdonald, 1957; Anderson & May, 1991, and references
therein). One use of these models is to explore which parameters
are most important for disease invasion and the behaviour of
epidemics following invasion. One concept developed from theo-
retical studies is the basic reproduction number, R., also referred
to as the 'basic reproductive rate' (Anderson & May, 1991) or
the 'basic reproduction ratio' (Diekmann et al., 1990; Scott &
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Smith, 1994). Ro is defined as the average number of infected
hosts resulting from the introduction of one infected host into a
susceptible population. From this definition, it is clear that if Ro
is less dian 1 the disease cannot invade or persist in the host
population. Mathematical expressions for Ro can be used as a
guide to empirical research, focusing study on factors which are
most likely to affect the potential for invasion. Ro also provides a
guide to the intensity of control efforts needed to prevent disease
epidemics, such as the fractional reduction in vector population
density or the proportion of hosts which must be vaccinated
(Anderson & May, 1991).

African horse sickness (AHS) is an example of a disease where
there are multiple complicating factors. The causative virus
(Reoviridae: Orbivirus) can infect most species of equines,
so we are concerned with at least two species of host (horses
and donkeys), and potentially a third as well (zebra). The most
common vector, the biting midge Culicoides imicola Kieffer
(Diptera: Ceratopogonidae), also feeds on mammals that are not
susceptible to the virus. The vector has seasonal fluctuations in
its abundance, the presumed cause of seasonal variation in
disease prevalence. The virus is endemic in sub-Saharan Africa,
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but has caused severe epidemics when introduced to naive
equine populations outside this area. Identifying factors which
affect the ability of the virus to invade would be helpful in
predicting areas at risk and in the design of control methods.

We use this disease as an example to show how Ro is formu-
lated for a nonseasonal, one- and two-host system and how it
can be estimated for a one-host system with seasonality. Using
these equations, we explore which parameters are crucial to our
understanding of the epidemiology of this disease, which will
lead us to recommendations for field and laboratory studies.

Methods and Results

Basic model

We start with a basic model, of a type that has been used to
study several vector-borne diseases (Anderson & May, 1991).
This includes one host species and one vector species, and does
not include seasonal variation. As is common for models of viral
diseases, this is a compartmental model, with hosts and vectors
classified according to whether they are susceptible (i.e.
uninfected and not immune), latent (have been infected but are
not yet infective), infective, or immune.

For AHS, we can make a number of assumption which sim-
plify the structure of the model (a schematic of the model for
AHS is shown in Fig. 1, and a list of parameters in Table 1). As
the average latent period in hosts tends to be short compared
with the duration of infectiveness and the average host life ex-
pectancy, we assume that infected hosts are immediately infec-
tive, and so there is no latent class for hosts. As hosts are long-lived
relative to all other time periods in the model (such as vector
lifespan and duration of infection), we ignore natural host

HOSTS

VECTORS

Susceptible

infection ahN

mortality and reproduction. We are then concerned with the
proportion of the host population that is in a particular class,
rather than the number.

For vectors, however, the latent period and the lifespan may
be similar in magnitude. Some vectors may not survive the la-
tent period, and so latency must be included. We again assume a
constant population size, but the lifespan of a midge is short rela-
tive to other time periods in the model. Therefore we include
both reproduction and mortality in the equations describing the
midge population. This results in a turnover of the midge popu-
lation, although the total population size is constant. Vectors are
usually infected for life, so we do not need an immune class. We
only consider female vectors, as males do not feed on blood. For
convenience, we describe the vector population in terms of the
number of individuals in each class, rather than the proportion.
In the discussion that follows, the number of individuals will be
referred to by a capital letter, and the proportion will be referred
to with a lowercase letter (e.g. x is the proportion of hosts sus-
ceptible and X the number. X= x*H, where H is the total number

of hosts.)
Susceptible hosts, x. Transmission between vectors and hosts

depends on the number of bites by a midge on AHS hosts per
day, represented by a (with only one host type 1/a = a, the aver-
age interval (in days) between blood meals on an AHS host); the
ratio of midges to hosts, NIH (this gives a(NIH), the number of
bites per host per day); the proportion of those midges which
are infected, v; the proportion of bites by an infected midge that
results in an infected host, b; and the proportion of hosts which
are susceptible, x. Therefore,

= ab()xv.
dt
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Fig. 1. Schematic for the basic one-host model.
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Table 1. Variables and parameters used in models.

Population Symbol Description

Variables
Hosts

Vector

Parameters
Vector

Hosts

Total number of AHS hosts of species i
Proportion of hosts of species i susceptible
Proportion of hosts of species i infected
Proportion of hosts of species i immune due to recovery

Number of susceptible vectors
Number of incubating (latent) vectors
Number of infected vectors
Total number of vectors (= S + L + V)

Daily recruitment rate (= p5N in logistic case, (1 + Scos(Elt) in seasonal case)
Basic recruitment rate in logistic case
Strength of density dependence in recruitment in logistic case
Degree of seasonality in p
Regulates length of cycle in seasonal recruitment
Period of seasonal function
Interval between bloodmeals on AHS hosts
Proportion of vectors which become infected after biting an infective host
Daily mortality rate (lifespan = Up)
Daily virus development rate (duration of latent period = 1/7)

Biting rate on hosts of species i
Proportion of hosts which become infected following the bite of an infective midge
Recovery rate for species i (duration of infection Uri)
Mortality rate of infected hosts of species i
Proportion of hosts which are of species I, H,I(H1,

Infective hosts, y. Hosts become infected as above. Hosts die
of the disease at a rate c and recover from the disease at a rate r
(the average duration of infectiveness in a surviving host is 1/r).
This gives

dy IN
ab xv

dt H (2)

Immune hosts, z. Hosts become immune by recovering from
the infection as above. Immunity is lifelong, so hosts do not leave
this compartment and

dz

di
(3)

Total host population, H. As hosts are not replaced during an
epidemic, we note that the total host population declines during
an epidemic at a rate c, so

dH
= cY

dt
(4)

Susceptible vectors, S. We are not explicitly considering im-
mature stages, so the recruitment rate, p, is the rate of newly
emerged female midges entering the adult population. Since we
are assuming that the midge population remains constant, we do
not need to include a time lag in recruitment. We assume
transovarial transmission does not occur in Culicoides (Jones &
Foster, 1971; Allingham & Standfast, 1990), although it may be
important for other vectors such as mosquitoes and phlebotomines

(e.g. Turell, 1988; Mitchell, 1991; Tesh et al., 1992). Thus, all
newly emerged females enter the susceptible class. Recruitment
into the susceptible population therefore is pN, where N = S + L+
V (L and V are the number of vectors in the latent and infective
classes, respectively). This also assumes that there is no impact
of the virus on reproduction and that all individual vectors are
equally susceptible to infection. All classes of vectors have the
same mortality rate, it (the average lifespan of adult vectors is
140; there is no infection-induced mortality. For our assumption
of a constant population size, necessarily p = p. Transmission
from hosts to vectors depends on the biting rate, a; the propor-
tion of hosts which are infected, y; the number of vectors that are
susceptible, S; and the proportion of bites on an infected host
which infect the vector,13 (note that any heterogeneity in suscep-
tibility in the vector population is implicitly included in 13). The
transmission term then is aPSy and

dS
= p(S + L + V )aSy pS. (5)

Latent vectors, L. Vectors are infected as above. They leave
the class by dying 0.0 or by becoming infective at a rate y (the
average duration of the latent period in surviving adult vectors is
1/7). The duration of the latent period can be modelled either
with a constant rate or a fixed delay. Here, we use a constant rate
for mathematical simplicity in later expansions. This gives
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Fig. 2. The relationship between Ro, y and pi (a) The basic model;
N = 1990. (b) Explicit density-dependence in vector population dynam-
ics. In this and following graphs, the y-axis is unsealed as only the par-
ticular parameters shown are included. In this case, the axes are scaled
identically for comparison; N in (a) is equal to N in (b) when 1.1 = 0.01.

Infective vectors, V. Vectors enter the infective class after the
latent period, as above. The mortality rate is again p. As there is
no recovery,

dV
(7)

For this basic model, Ro is easily derived. The mathematical
theory is given in the appendix. For an heuristic derivation
(Anderson & May, 1991), consider one primary case in a host.
The duration of infectiveness is 1/(r + c), during which time there
is an average of a(NIH) bites by susceptible midges. Of these,
13 will result in an infected midge, so we have a(NIH)(3(r + c)
infected midges. A fraction y(y + l.t) of these will survive the
latent period to become infective. These midges will survive,
on average, for Up days and bite at a rate a during this time.
Finally, b of these bites will lead to infection of susceptible
hosts. Thus,

Ro 6121113 N 1-
(r+c)p. H +

(8)

From this equation, it can be seen that the biting rate, a, is
especially important in determining Ro, as it occurs squared, as
has been discussed many times before (Ross, 1911; Macdonald,
1957; Aron & May, 1982; Anderson & May, 1991). Note, how-
ever, that this is the biting rate only on those hosts which are

susceptible to the disease agent (in this case, the AHS virus).
Other sources of bloodmeals reduce a, and thus Ro. The biting
rate on AHS hosts depends on a combination of factors, such as
the total biting rate (the inverse of the interval between bloodmeals
from all hosts), relative host abundances and host preferences.
In many cases it may be easier to measure these parameters and
then calculate the biting rate on AHS hosts.

Ro has a linear relationship with b and 13, and is inversely
related to the rate at which individuals leave the infective
class. (r + c). There is also a linear relationship between Ro and
(Miff, however, the relationship between Ro and either component
will depend on the relationship between N and H. This will be
discussed in more detail in the following section.

Ro is also dependent on the midge mortality rate, p, and the
virus development rate, y (Fig. 2a). Clearly Ro is more sensitive
to changes in both parameters when they are small.

Population dynamics of midges

We have been considering the case where the midge
population is constant. This requires implicit and extreme density
dependence, with p necessarily equal to p. This is unrealistic,
and we would like to explore the effect on Ro of using a more
realistic population growth function for N.

The familiar logistic equation is derived from birth and death
rates which are linear functions of N (Wilson & Bossert, 1971),
decreasing and increasing respectively with increasing N.
Density has been shown to affect larval development and survival
in mosquitoes (Service, 1993) and midges (although only in
laboratory studies; Akey et al., 1978). We restrict our attention to
the case of varying p and constant p, with p a linear function of N
(the dynamics of N are very similar when both parameters
are allowed to vary). This leads to:

dS
= (pops N)N aPSy /IS (9)

dt

for susceptible midges. All other equations will be the same as
equations 2-7. ps and po are the strength of the density-depend-
ence in recruitment and the recruitment rate in the absence of
density dependent constraints, respectively.

This regulates the midge population to a constant value,
N* = (po Wipe. In this case the midge population will return to
N* following a disturbance and p is no longer constrained to be
equal to p. The same equation (8) will apply for Ro. Substituting
in the above expression for N*,

a2b13 ( y (P,--P
° (r+c) y + I RpHI

As a consequence of the dependence of Ro on N, Ro is inversely
related to ps, decreasing as the strength of the density-depend-
ence increases, and is linear with po. More important is the effect
the explicit density dependence has on the relationship between
/20, p and y (Fig. 2b), increasing the sensitivity of Ro to p when
is small.

In the basic model we assumed that there was no relationship
between N and H. In this case, increasing H will decrease Ro, as
the bites by vectors on infected hosts are diluted by the increased

(10)
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Fig. 3. Relationship between N, H and Ro. (a) Four possible forms for
the relationship between N and H. (b) The effect of each of these rela-
tionships on Ro. Linear, N = 100(H); exponential, N = e"655; sigmoidal,
N = 20000/[1+4000e-°15H]; constant (i.e. basic model), N = 15000.

number of uninfected hosts. This may occur when other animals
are the major source of bloodmeals for the vectors, but if the
disease hosts are also the primary bloodmeal source N may de-
pend on H. It is likely that midge populations will increase as the
host population increases, but the specific relationship may vary.
Four examples of possible relationships between Nand H, and the
effect on R0, are shown in Fig. 3. A linear relationship between N
and H results in R0 being independent of H, whereas an exponen-
tial function leads to a steeply increasing relationship between Ro
and H. Interestingly, if the relationship is sigmoidal (where there
is a maximum N), the relationship between R0 and H is humped.
Initially, R0 increases as N increases. Once N reaches its maxi-
mum, however, R0 decreases with additional hosts as the vector to
host ratio decreases. In this case the effect of changing the host
population on Ro will depend on the original population size.

Seasonality

Midges may be highly seasonal in their population dynamics
(Walker, 1977; Braverman et al., 1985; Mohammed & Mellor,
1990; Capela et al., 1993; Greiner et al., 1993), as may other
vectors such as mosquitoes (Reeves et al., 1994). There can be
many factors involved in this seasonality, such as temperature,
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rainfall or photoperiod. Here we will consider only temperature-
dependent parameters and their impact on R0.

Seasonal peaks in abundance may depend on temperature
through several different factors, either alone or in combination.
Larval development of most Diptera is temperature dependent
(Akey et al., 1978; Vaughan & Turner, 1987; Allingham, 1991;
Clements, 1992; Service, 1993; Tesh et al., 1992; Narladkar et
al., 1993), which would lead to a temperature dependence in
recruitment to the adult population. Similarly, temperature de-
pendence in bloodmeal digestion or egg development (Mullens
& Holbrook, 1991; Clements, 1992) will result in temperature
dependence in adult recruitment. Mortality rates may also be tem-
perature dependent (Hunt et al., 1989; Reeves et al., 1994), which
will affect the seasonality of vector abundance. However, gener-
ally recruitment will be much more variable (Akey et al., 1978;
Hunt et al., 1989).

We wish to incorporate the essential features of a seasonally
varying vector population, while keeping our model as math-
ematically tractable as possible. We therefore use a sinusoid func-
tion for p, but keep j.t constant (the net effect on the dynamics of
N is very similar with 11 seasonal as with p. constant). We restrict
our attention to vector populations in a demographic steady-state,
e.g. not increasing or decreasing on average, although varying
seasonally (Fig. 4). This requires that the average recruitment
rate be equal to the mortality rate. This leads to
p = (1 + 8cos(00), where 8 is the amplitude of the seasonal
fluctuation in p (0 is a scaling factor for cycle length). The result
is a vector population that varies in time like a sinusoidal curve
for small 8. This is similar to the model used by Aron & May
(1982), where the emergence of adult mosquitoes was assumed
to vary sinusoidally.

The seasonal fluctuation in p can be easily related to
fluctuations in temperature. The yearly fluctuations in long-term
(e.g. 40 years) average monthly temperatures can often be
approximated quite well with sinusoid curves. If we then assume
recruitment to be a linear function of temperature, we arrive at
the sinusoid function for recruitment used above.

R0 cannot be derived directly in this situation. Heesterbeek
& Roberts (1994b, 1995) have developed other estimators of
thresholds for the introduction of parasites into systems with a

5000

a)

15 2500

0 0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5 0

Time (years)

Fig. 4. Steady-state seasonal midge populations. N(t). N(0)e''°". Solid
line, 8= 9, N(0) = 500; dotted line, 8 = 2, N(0) = 1000. = 0.25, 0 =
0.0172 for both.
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seasonal driving function. For our one-host model with seasonal
recruitment, one of these estimators is

y )( a2M3N(0)
P [1 + OW] ( I I)

y + pH(r + c)

Rop + (12)

The derivation of this expression is in the appendix. When 8 is
0, this equation collapses to equation 8. N(0) is the size of the
vector population when the infection is introduced. 11/ depends
on the relative timing between the peaks in prevalence in the
hosts (e.g. the time of peak y) and of the vector population, and
so can be either positive or negative. If prevalence in hosts
is exactly in-phase with the vector population, w will have its
maximum possible value and the estimator will be increased from
the non-seasonal Ro. If, however, the two peaks are exactly out-
of-phase, w will have its minimum possible (negative) value and
P will be smaller than the non-seasonal Ro.

Two-host types

Many vector-borne diseases do not affect only one host. In
some cases we are concerned with one host (usually either hu-
mans or domestic animals), and the other host types serve as a
reservoir or as a bloodmeal source for vectors. In other cases
more than one host type is of veterinary or medical interest. AHS
infects most types of equines (Binepal et al., 1992), and there
are known differences in disease-induced mortality rates and
suspected differences in the duration of infectiveness. Horses,
usually the host of primary concern, have a much higher mortal-
ity rate and a shorter duration of infection than other types of
equids (Mellor, 1993; Rodriguez et al., 1992, 1993). Therefore
the design of adequate control programmes will depend upon
the importance of the different host types. Previous two-host
models (Rogers, 1988; Sota & Mogi, 1989; Hasibeder et al., 1992)

have been concerned primarily with deriving Ro based on sys-
tems at equilibrium, whereas we are more specifically interested
in the invasion of the virus into a naive population.

Adding the second host type is a straightforward expansion of
the model. We assume that the basic biology of transmission and
disease is the same for all host types, and only the parameter val-
ues differ. Infections of midges from each host type are summed
to give the total infection rate. For the hosts, we introduce type-
specific parameters for a, r and c (subscripted to indicate host type)
to equations 1-3. Potentially, both b and would also vary be-
tween host types, but there is very little information available. For
the vectors, we replace afiSy with (a iyi-i-azy2)13S in equations 5 and
6, to include transmission from both host types. The resulting model
is similar to previous two-host models, modified to reflect the spe-
cifics of the AHS system and using rate parameters rather than
fixed time lags to describe the latent period.

The biting rates, a, and a2, depend on the relative abundance
of the two host types and host preferences of the vector. If we
assume that there is no preference, the biting rates are determined
by the proportion of each type of host and the total biting rate on
both hosts, a ( = a, + a2). If we define q as the proportion of hosts
that are of type 1, H 11(111+ 112), then a = qa and a2= (1 q)a.

The ratio of bloodmeals on host 1 to those on host 2 is then
q/(1 q), or the ratio of the two populations (H1/H2).

Again, the formal derivation of R is left for the appendix.
Intuitively, it is the sum of the contribution to Ro by each host
type. Substituting fora, and a2, in equation A.16 and rearranging
to group parameters that are independent of host type, we obtain

R
Islf31a2 ( 1 Y )1 q (1 - q) I.

(13)
° (H, + 112))(Y-Fp. kr, + c 1) + (r2+ c2)

To explore the impact of two host types coexisting, consider
four different host types, with varying recovery and mortality
rates: high mortality and short infective period (r + c = 0.25);
lower mortality and a longer infective period (r + c = 0.06); neg-
ligible mortality and very long infective period (r + c = 0.03);
and a host which is marginally competent for the virus but serves
as a bloodmeal host for the vector (r + c = 10).

The relative sizes of the two host populations affect R. (Fig.

5a), depending on how different the net rate of loss of infectives
(r.+ c.) is between the two hosts. Note that for Ro, it does not
matter if hosts are removed by mortality or recovery, although
this may affect control strategies. Replacing hosts of one type
with another (moving along the q axis in Fig. 5a) can either in-
crease or decrease Ro. If any of the other transmission param-
eters vary with host type (e.g. b or 13), these will also affect the
relative contribution of the two host types to Ro (as given by
equation 14, with appropriate subscripting). As susceptibility to
infection is included in b, this might well vary between host types
in many systems.

a
r
2

+C2

10.0

0.03
0.06

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

Proportion of hosts of type 1, q

r +C
0.25
0.25
0.03

r +C
2 2
10.0
0.03
0.25

0 0 200.0 400.0 800.0 800.0 1000.0

Number of Hosts (H2)

Fig. 5. Two host types. (a) The effect of varying q, the proportion of
hosts of type 1. The total number of hosts is constant; = 0.25.

(b) Addition of hosts of type 2 with varying values of r24-c2; H = 200.
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Considering equation 13 and the definition of q, it is clear that
the overall host population size is important, as well as the rela-
tive proportions. The effect of adding hosts of one type will again
depend on the relative removal rates. If r1 + c1> 2(r2+ c2), the
relationship between Ro and H2 will be humped. Initially, Ro in-
creases as more of the highly competent host is added. At the point
where 112= 111[1-2(r2+ c2)/(r1 + ci)], this increase is offset by the
decreasing vector to host ratio and Ro declines (e.g. r2+ c2= 0.03
in Fig. 5b). Otherwise, if the number of the less competent host is
increased (while vector numbers remain constant), the bites on the
more competent host are diluted and Ro declines.

Discussion

Various formulations of Ro have been used in designing control
programmes for vector-borne disease in the past, but few of these
have included density-dependent or seasonal vector dynamics
or multiple host types. This analysis shows that these factors need
to be considered.

With resources often limited, it is important to be able to focus
field and laboratory work on those aspects of a disease system
with the highest potential for reducing disease. By deriving Ro
for various cases, we can identify those factors which will have
the most effect on the ability of a disease agent to invade. Of
particular interest are those parameters which have non-linear
effects on Ro, as changing these will have the greatest impact.
Interactions between parameters may also be important. The sen-
sitivity of Ro to each of the parameters of the basic model has
been discussed exhaustively (Anderson & May, 1991, and refer-
ences therein), and we concentrate on the extensions to the model.

Less severe density-dependence in the vector population dy-
namics changed the sensitivity of Ro to the vector mortality (g)
and the virus development rate (y), increasing the sensitivity of
Ro to Li. Many insect vectors have adult lifespans in the range of
2-10 days (.1. = 0.1-0.5), a range where Ro is sensitive to both 1.1
and y. Therefore good estimates of both of these parameters will
be necessary in determining the risk of virus invasion.

The functional relationship between vector and host abundance
affects the impact of host abundance on Ro. Increasing host abun-
dance (e.g. by introducing new stock) may decrease Ro (as pre-
dicted by the basic model) or may increase it, and this may depend
on the initial host abundance. In order to predict the relative risks
of epidemics at different host abundances it is necessary to study
the relationship between vector abundance and host abundance,
and the mechanisms underlying this relationship.

The effect of a seasonal environment on the estimate of Ro is
complex. The primary effect is likely to be due to fluctuations in
vector abundance, although other factors may also be important.
For example, virus development rates vary with temperature in
some systems (Lundstrom et al., 1990; Turell & LundstrOm, 1990;
Turell, 1993; P.S.M., unpublished data), as may mortality rates
(see references given earlier). This may have epidemiological
consequences if the fraction surviving the latent period fluctu-
ated significantly.

Previous discussions have suggested (Anderson, 1993) that
Ro may fluctuate in synchrony with vector population abundance.
We have shown here that this effect will be moderated by a
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parameter representing the phasing of fluctuations in vector abun-
dance with fluctuations in the infective host population. This
parameter will be greatest when seasonal fluctuations are large
and when infection is introduced such that the peak numbers of
infective hosts occur at the time of peak vector abundance. Simu-
lation studies of a similar AHS model suggest (C.C.L. and
M.E.J.W., unpublished data) that this phasing is dependent on
the time of year when the virus is introduced, and that introduc-
tions during the increasing phase of vector abundance are most
likely to result in an epidemic. This effect has not previously
been described and its importance in practice is unknown. Long
latent or infective periods in the host may affect this phasing,
and hence the impact of seasonality. Data on fluctuations in both
numbers of infected hosts and number of vectors during an
epidemic are needed to explore this aspect further.

The expansion of the model to two host species indicated that
it is the difference in their contribution to Ro that is important. A
similar effect would be seen in extensions to more than two host
species. For the AHS example, we have illustrated this using
differences in the relative rate of loss of infectives, although there
may also be differences in other parameters (such as the trans-
mission rates) which are also important. A comparative approach
has been adopted previously for the parameters of vector com-
petency (Dye, 1992; Hasibeder et al., 1992), and is clearly rel-
evant to multiple host types as well. This analysis is useful in
exploring the potential contribution of reservoir hosts to Ro. The
presence of a less competent host can lower Ro by lowering the
vector-host ratio, although this is sensitive to any functional re-
lationships between vector and host abundances (as discussed
above). The presence of a more competent host may increase Ro,
but only over a limited range of reservoir host abundance, be-
yond which increasing reservoir host abundance may decrease
Ro (with the same caveats as before). The impact of control strat-
egies which rely on manipulating the numbers of two or more
hosts also depends on their relative competence. There are con-
ditions where the removal of a reservoir host could increase Ro,
and hence the risk of epidemics in the hosts it is intended to
protect.

In addition to indicating which parameters have the most im-
pact, formulating the model can indicate other areas for research.
These models make many assumptions which need to be tested.
The relationship between the number of hosts and the number of
vectors should be elaborated further; possibly recruitment to the
adult vector population should be a function of host availability
as well as temperature or vector population size. The choice of
linear functions for the temperature relationships were made in
the absence of data and for mathematical convenience; these also
need to be tested empirically.

For AHS the primary concern is the prevention of epidemics
among horses. This may be achieved by vaccination (Rodriguez
et al., 1993), with the fraction which must be effectively
vaccinated being higher when Ro is large (Anderson & May,
1991). As we have shown, this may depend in complex ways on
the abundance of both horses and of reservoir hosts and their
relative contributions to transmission. A second option is vector
control (Rodriguez et al., 1993), with the necessary reduction in
midge numbers and/or life-expectancy also being greater when
Ro is large. We have shown that this may depend on the severity
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of density-dependence and the degree of seasonality in midge
population dynamics. More information on these components is
needed both to understand fully the epidemiology of AHS and to
make informed decisions regarding the design of control
programmes.
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Appendix

I. One host

The mathematical theory needed to define and calculate Ro in
heterogenous populations can be found in Diekmann et al. (1990;
earlier references are summarized in Anderson & May, 1991).
For the special case where only a finite number of different indi-
viduals are recognized, a more accessible presentation of the same
theory is given in Heesterbeek & Roberts (1994a). The problem
that arises when trying to define and calculate R. in heterogenous
populations can be easily illustrated for the case where only two
types of individuals are recognized. This is the situation in the
single-host model in section A where we have to deal with hosts
and vectors. One can try to calculate in principle four 'reproduc-
tion numbers' based on the definition of Ro in a homogenous
population: the expected number of new cases caused by one
infected individual. In our situation we could easily write down
expressions for 1, the expected number of midges infected by
one infected host, and 2, the expected number of hosts infected
by one infected midge. Since hosts do not infect other hosts di-
rectly (and the same for midges) the other two possible 'repro-
duction numbers' are zero. We then have four numbers and the
question is how these should be averaged in order to obtain some-
thing that has the threshold property of leading to a successful
invasion if it is bigger than one, a failed invasion if it is less than
1, and retains the interpretation of the homogenous Ro.

Let the index '1' refer to hosts, and '2' to midges, and write
for the expected number of new cases of type i individuals, caused
by one infected individual of type j during its entire period
of infectivity, in a population consisting of susceptibles (i.e. we
attach a symbol to each of the four 'reproduction numbers'
introduced above). Note that kii= k22= 0 in our case. We combine

the four numbers in a matrix

K =
0 ku)
k2, 0

(A.1)

From the interpretations of the parameters it is clear that

ku

N 13

k2 = a
H r + c

(A.2)

In general, the entries of K are obtained by considering
submodels for the transmission process that take the relevant
idiosyncrasies of the particular system into account (see for
example Diekmann et al., 1990). In our case, however, we can
easily obtain the entries k directly from the definition.

We assume that the susceptible populations are all in a demo-
graphic steady state prior to invasion and that the decrease in the
susceptible population sizes due to infection can be neglected in
the initial phase of the invasion. These are reasonable assump-
tions given that we look only at the beginning of a possible epi-
demic, i.e. a small number of infectives will bring the infection
into a large population of susceptibles, and the time-scale on
which invasion success is decided is much shorter than the time-
scale of demographic change. In our case the host population is
taken to be constant from the start (no demographics for the host),
and the demographic steady state of the vector population prior
to invasion is given by N.

Linear algebra can be used to show that the dominant eigenvalue

1 of the matrix K, i.e. the eigenvalue that is larger in absolute value
than all other eigenvalues of K, has precisely the properties we are
looking for and can therefore be taken as the correct way of aver-
aging the four 'reproduction numbers' (e.g. see Caswell, 1989).
Since for any number A. > 1 if and only if A,2> 1, we can define

Ro= A. = (the dominant eigenvalue of K) squared, (A.3)

where the exponent 2 reflects that it is a biological necessity in
the host-vector case for the parasite to pass through two types of
individuals in order to complete its life-cycle. The eigenvalues
of K are the solutions of A? k12k21 = 0 and we therefore find

a21,13 N (Ro=ki2k21=
(r + c)i.t +

Note that in this case, as k12?. 0 and k21 0, necessarily A. 0

(and hence R. 0).

(A.4)

2. Seasonality

The procedure to define and calculate Ro as described above
can no longer be used if the assumption that the susceptible
populations are constant during the phase where success or fail-
ure of an invasion is decided no longer holds. However, if one or
more of the susceptible populations are periodic at the moment
of invasion, then something can be said about threshold quanti-
ties deciding the invasion question. This was developed in
Heesterbeek & Roberts (1995) for helminth infections and for
micro-parasites in Heesterbeek & Roberts (1994b). We will dis-
cuss only one of the threshold quantities defined there.

Prior to invasion, in the absence of infectives, the susceptible
population of midges is described by equation (5) in the text,
with y = 0 and r =1.t (1 + Eicos(Ot)). This equation can be solved
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to give the periodically varying population of susceptible midges
prior to invasion

N(t) = N(0)eg'"(8`) N(0)+N(0)j.1.8sin(Ot) for p8 small, (A.5)

i.e. the vector population varies sinusoidally for small IA N(0)
is the vector population at t = 0. The period of the recruitment
function is T, with T = 2rc/0. In our one-host, one-vector case
one can define a quantity

frf
2
(t)m (t)y(t)dt

21
tf;(1)m12(0 V(t)dt

0

foTyodt ,i0TVWCft

(see Heesterbeek & Roberts, 1994b, 1995, for the general for-
mulation), where the first quotient refers to infective midges be-
ing produced by infective hosts with f2(t) being the average
duration of infectiousness in midges that become infected at time
t and m21(t) the average number of midges infected by one infec-
tive host at time t. Similarly, the second quotient refers to in-
fected hosts produced by infective midges, with 4(0 the average
duration of infectiousness in hosts that become infected at time
t, and m12(t) the average number of hosts infected by one infec-
tive midge. One can show that P thus defined has the threshold
property we want, in that P > 1 leads to a successful invasion
into the periodic vector population, whereas for P < 1 the infec-
tion cannot spread. We could allow any or all of the m0's orf's to
depend periodically in time, but will first look just at periodic
N(t), so that = 1/(r + c), 12= 7/11. + m12 = ab and the only
time-dependent parameter, m21 = al3N(0111, where N(t) is given
by eqn A.5. In this case,

a2bfry N(t)y(t)dt
P = (A.7)

g(y+ p)(r + c)H foTy(t)dt

If we approximate N(t) as in eqn A.5, for j.t8 small we obtain

P R0(1 +1.4) (A.8)

where

(A.6)

sin(0t)y(t)dt

Jf 0Ty(t)dt

(A.9)

and where R0 is given by eqn A.4. To evaluate the effects of the
periodicity on 120, we have to approximate the quotient v or de-
termine it numerically from the original system of differential
equations. One could then draw graphs of P, the quantity that
describes the ability of the parasite to invade, as a function of 8,
the parameter that describes the periodic behaviour of the vector
population.

3. Two hosts

For the model in section D, the case of two host-types and one
vector-type, K is a 3 x 3 matrix, where now the indices ' I and
'2' refer to the two host species and '3' to the vector

0 0 ki3

0 0 k23 (A.10)
k3i k3 0
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where

alb y
ko =

a2b y
k23 =

k
31

= a 1(
N p

k32 _ a2 (N
p

Calculating A2 as before leads to

R0 = ki3k31+ k23k32 =
a 2143 N a22bI3 N

(A.12)
(r1+c 1)1.t H (r2+c2)11112

(A.11)

Note that this is just the sum of the two reproduction numbers
we would have attained had either host been considered alone,
as one would intuitively expect.
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